The governing body of the Palestinian guerrillas Thursday afternoon for a 24 hour cease fire in the Jordanian Civil War, the semi-official Cairo newspaper Al Ayam reported. The United States and Britain both welcomed encouraging their nationals and other civilians from Jordan under mortar fire.

Al Ahram said in its Friday morning edition that the Palestinian Central Committee, the highest ranking Palestinian body, asked Arab heads of state currently meeting in Cairo to visit Jordan during the proposed truce and hold consultations with the guerrilla chief Yasser Arafat.

The Cairo newspaper said the committee called for the cease fire after meeting for several hours Thursday morning to review the situation in Damascas, Syria. The meeting was attended by 13 delegates representing all major Palestinian organizations, the newspaper said.

The United States chartered a Lebanese Middle East Airlines jet liner for a civilian airlift to bring Soviet and Arab troops of "military intervention" in the fighting in which thousands of Arab civilians, soldiers and guerrillas have been reported killed and wounded and thousands more threatened by famine and disease.

In Cairo, the Middle East News Agency reported that the premier of Jordan's military government, Brig. Mohammed Daoud, had resigned and was in a hotel room in the Egyptian capital, where he had gone for an Arab summit meeting on the Jordanian crisis.

The Egyptian newspaper said in a emergency emission copy of a letter to King Hussein announcing Daoud's resignation was found in the premier's room at the Nil Hilton. The chartered Convair 990 arrived in Beirut with about 65 Americans and other refugees. A State Department spokesman in Washington said a Voice of America broadcast repeatedly advising Americans in Amman to report to the Hotel Inter-Continental for the flight out was stopped during the night for security reasons, and that many Americans may not have heard the radio advisory.

Robert J. MacCloskey, the spokesman, said the VOA broadcast would be continued and another plane is standing by.

The chartered Convair 990 arrived in Beirut with about 65 Americans and other refugees. A State Department spokesman in Washington said a Voice of America broadcast repeatedly advising Americans in Amman to report to the Hotel Inter-Continental for the flight out was stopped during the night for security reasons, and that many Americans may not have heard the radio advisory.

Robert J. MacCloskey, the spokesman, said the VOA broadcast would be continued and another plane is standing by in Beirut to fly to Amman, probably on Friday. There are about 35 passengers remaining at the N.D. Coalition for American Broadcasting in Benton Harbor, Michigan.

According to information released to the Observer by the CPA on Wednesday, about 130 people are employed at the plant and have been on strike for nine weeks over demands for improved wages and benefits, cost of living increases, and a fully funded pension plan.

Notre Dame students carried signs and handed out leaflets in an attempt to discourage strike-breakers from entering the plant, CPA announced.

C.P.A. spokesman Bill Golden stated, "We hope that by relating to the IUE workers struggle we can improve the lot perpetuated by the bourgeois media that all radicals are bomb-throwing fanatics. Speakeasy speakers purporting for the U.S. ruling class, would have no use for the workers as our enemies and vice-versa, but we've no help to these divisive tactics.

The Observer contacted Mr. Robert Beckman, General Manager of the Baywood Corporation in Benton Harbor, Michigan, and to get along with each other. Vice-President Mark Wining confirmed Krashna's indecision, saying that with all the activity of the beginning of the year, plans were still pretty unsettled.

Twenty members of the Notre Dame Coalition for Political Action have reportedly joined striking workers of IUE local 944 on a picket line at the Kaywood Corporation in Benton Harbor, Michigan.

According to information released to the Observer by the CPA on Wednesday, about 130 people are employed at the plant and have been on strike for nine weeks over demands for improved wages and benefits, cost of living increases, and a fully funded pension plan.

Notre Dame students carried signs and handed out leaflets in an attempt to discourage strikebreakers from entering the plant, CPA announced.

C.P.A. spokesman Bill Golden stated, "We hope that by relating to the IUE workers struggle we can improve the lot perpetuated by the bourgeois media that all radicals are bomb-throwing fanatics. Speakeasy speakers purporting for the U.S. ruling class, would have no use for the workers as our enemies and vice-versa, but we've no help to these divisive tactics.

The Observer contacted Mr. Robert Beckman, General Manager of the Kaywood Corporation in Benton Harbor. He refused to comment on the matter.
Profs discuss recess

by John Sinnwell

A small group of students turned out Wednesday night to discuss the Princeton Plan. About 15 students met with discussion leaders, Prof. Edward Goerner and Prof. Donald Kommers, in the Farley Hall lounge. Both professors of the Government Department said that they were disappointed at the turnout.

Kommers said that this was the "greatest reversal I've ever seen in just four months. When Princeton proposed the plan, everyone grabbed it; and now this small turnout is a clear sign of the lack of enthusiasm."

Kommers said that he is opposed to the Plan because "What would you do? Would the politicians be receptive to your offers of help? What could be done in these two weeks? It doesn't bother me if students want to go on strike, but if the University as a corporate body considers a shut-down, that is another issue. No one can interfere with the right of the student at attend classes."

"I wouldn't want the university as a corporate body," Kom- mers continued, "to commit me. Most people object to the idea of a shut-down because it seems like a steam-roller. They don't wish to have a decision made for them. An element of intimidation might be here in this issue because of the public pressure of the university at large."

Professor Goerner said that he felt "it was a sensible type of thing to do, to have a recess for the national election campaign." He voiced support for the present proposal as stated by the university's Academic Council because "it calls for the make-up of all class time lost by the recess."

"If one wishes to rearrange the calendar," Goerner said, "begin the first semester every year after the November elections. This is just pushing the Princeton Plan to its same conclusion."

Goerner felt that "you shouldn't force people to make the decision between reflection and action. If they were excited, and it is funny that the students aren't, it is still not right to stop them."

Kommers raised the question whether or not "one can understand the act of learning in an environment of excitement. We need to realize the different styles of excitement. I'm all for debate, but it must be held in a manner of a Socratic dialogue."

Professor Kommers was critical of the referendum voting procedure. He commented that the Academic Council's decision to require an absolute majority for a successful yes vote was a "poor decision because an absolute majority is a poor con- stitency."

Rome program opens

Next Week classes will officially begin at St. Mary's new Rome campus. The Twenty-five SMC and twenty-nine Notre Dame students will start classes Oct. 1. The group left New York Sept. 12 and spent 10 days in Paris. After they arrived in Rome, they participated in an intensified course in the Italian language. Kommers raised the question whether or not "one can understand the act of learning in an environment of excitement. We need to realize the different styles of excitement. I'm all for debate, but it must be held in a manner of a Socratic dialogue."

Professor Kommers was critical of the referendum voting procedure. He commented that the Academic Council's decision to require an absolute majority for a successful yes vote was a "poor decision because an absolute majority is a poor constituency."

Although the program is in its first year, it is rapidly becoming one of the most popular study programs on campus, according to Sr. Alma, C.S.C., acting president of St. Mary's and head of the program.

"The popularity of the program speaks for itself," stated Sister. "One hundred students are presently enrolled in Italian I on both campuses (Notre Dame and St. Mary's). Most of the students expect to apply for the September 1971 program."

As director of foreign study programs, she and Sr. Catherine Tobin, C.S.C., resident director in Rome, planned the program last year.

The programs affords students the opportunity to spend weekend and vacations travelling to different European centers. These trips, however, are not made under the auspices of the school and, consequently, are not included in the fees.

For the second semester, cost includes $1500 (room-board-tuition) and approximately $250 for round-trip air fare. Expenses for one year total $2500.

Two buildings house the campus in the center of the city. (continued on page 6)

MAIN CHURCH SUNDAY MASSES

8:30 a.m. Fr. Thomas McNally, C.S.C.
9:45 a.m. Fr. Ernest Bartell, C.S.C.
11:00 a.m. Fr. James Burtchell, C.S.C.
12:15 a.m. Fr. William Tooley, C.S.C.

*Note: No 5:15 p.m. Mass on home football Saturdays.

Judging Hall Displays

Pop Rally
"Blackout" Dance with the Neighborhood

HOMECOMING

"safehouse"

Army Game Free Folk Concert

Concert

Get Your G.I. Buttons
Stiff penalty for drugs

would allow narcotics agents with warrants to enter private premises unannounced if they felt there was danger of evidence being destroyed or risk to their lives. Administration forces beat back an attempt to kill the "no knock" provision on a 119-60 nonrecord vote. Another controversial proposal that was added to the bill several months ago. The House vote was 341 to 6. Both bills would provide stiff penalties for pushers, including a possible life sentence for those involved in organized crime, but would reduce the punishment for first offense possession of any drug from a felony to a misdemeanor.

Senior Fellow nominations

The selection process of the 1971 Senior Class Fellow Award is under way as the Senior Fellows Committee members prepare for next week's initial nominations by the student body. The selection process will conclude sometime in March when the report comes to Notre Dame. The Senior Class Fellow AWARD was created in 1968 in lieu of the patriot of the year award as stated by Rich Linquanti is involved in defining patriotism. The selection process will conclude sometime in March when the report comes to Notre Dame.

CNC plans activities

The Committee for a New Congress, headed by Steve Novak and aided by faculty member Mr. John Ros, met last night for the first time since last year in what was termed a strategy session. In an interview today, Novak revealed that the small meeting was mainly involved with organizing basic plans for the November elections. The Committee, whose National Headquarters are at Princeton University and whose purpose, according to Novak, is to aid the election of peace and civil liberties candidates, will concentrate in local elections if the Princeton Plan fails. Indicating that there was a lot of work to be done, Novak explained that the Committee will coordinate student involvement in races here, in particular the election of Representative John V. Brademas and Senator Vance Hartke of Indiana.

Military service, a career, family and possibly extensive travel await you after graduation. You need the broad coverage offered by American General's College Insurance Plan—and you need the service to go with it. You'll find an American General office always conveniently close in each of the 50 states and in many foreign countries. Ask your campus representative today about American General's full coverage and full service.

HELLO PEOPLE
AMFRICA opens this weekend for another great season.

After the concert Friday, LOU MCKENZIE will ease your mind (11:00 - 1:00).
Saturday, 6:30 - 1:00.
EASY will open up the rock series with a wail.
Admission is $1.50 Friday, $1.00 on Saturday, plus The Tempting Delicacies of Flanner Foods, Inc.
The mourning, with only expressway cokes and car-stereo as palliatives for grief, I am ready to yell, my back, looking like a mountain that has tried to be standing entirely alone.

In Tuesday's Observer an editorial by Jim Donaldson (Support Shahs) displayed a statement which has acted as a catalyst for widespread rumors of a "spontaneous" rally in the University Art Center, the old fieldhouse. Perhaps Mr. Donaldson was unaware of the ramifications involved when he wrote, "...anyone who thinks the large block of stone in the building is going to stop things has never been in a fieldhouse rally." But if this statement was made out of ignorance it still remains the ultimate challenge to student who still participate in pre-game activities.

He said the statement was an invitation for students to break into a building that would not be standing today without last year's efforts to save it as an Arts Center. The University Arts Council has worked diligently in our program to present events that would prove helpful to students in need of the new image an Arts Center. Perhaps the Observer was unaware of the implications involved in Mr. Donaldson's article and suggested that a community with white-not my choice, but the Pastors', and the stole and chasuble did not match. A major crisis occurred in trying to fit me with an alb. St. Patrick's Church is not used to priests who weigh in at a healthy fraction of a gross ton; and it seemed nothing would fit. Finally, just before sending out for a mattress cover to be adapted, we found an alb that must have been made for the midget son of the incredible shrinking man. It fitted me like a T-shirt drawn over a half suit of battle fatigues.

The Voice of a very kind pastor and his assistant priest, but it seemed nothing would fit. Finally, just before sending out for a mattress cover to be adapted, we found an alb that must have been made for the midget son of the incredible shrinking man. It fitted me like a T-shirt drawn over a half suit of battle fatigues.

Life's energies are too limited to be used up in mourning that commitment is always to the service of those who live. The conspicuous of the spirit should be banished to the haunting of cemeteries.

I have lived too closely with the thought of death lately. From after supper on Sunday until very late Monday night, as we drove eastward to Kennett Square, Pennsylvania, for Bob Depuy's funeral, and then home again, I meditated uninter-

Carnival of Life

This minuet is mentioned not to be critical of a very kind pastor and his assistant priest, but because they were useful in beguiling the mind into a kind of emotional stasis. When one feels he is being estranged about there by the form of a garment that is intended to touch the shoe, one does not have to think about the figure in the slim, grey coffin. When one is listening to prayers whose grotesque imagery superfluously beats off the line in attacks against a boy whose home is in the shelter of Everests Arms, one cannot hear the sounds of a failure quietly weeping.

But when the Mass was over, and the soul had been finally commended to the eternal gentiles left in the funeral hall. The Glee Club would have been waited upon the altar and closed, a picture of the Glee Club in concert was placed inside. A meaningless gesture, perhaps, but it is the kind of thing that people do to mitigate the sense of separation that death induces; it assures the living we have tried not to leave the dead to be buried entirely alone.

The funeral was essentially private; only the family, the Mourners, the Glee Club and other friends from the University Art Center, (the old funeral, and then home again, in all the places where the spirit is lonely, so that the pallid moon at the heart of the funeral is not really alone.)

And now to turn myself back to doing errands for the living. It is Mrs. Depuy's wish that anyone wanting to do something to honor Bob's memory would make contributions to the American Cancer Society, or to Tom Mankin's Drug Information Center here on campus.

I stood in that little church, wearing those clothes, and seeing the place as the fleas on a passing hound, and were probably less interesting. Contemporary warfare raised not even an eyebrow and was known as the feasts on a passing hound, and were probably less interesting. The horrors of the world's starving masses have been stared into deep inside my brain that every can of Budweiser was viewed as worth a month's food for some exploited Third Worlder. There I was, still hoarse from the spring strike, and this old man kept peering aside at me, who weigh in at a healthy fraction of a gross ton; and it seemed nothing would fit. Finally, just before sending out for a mattress cover to be adapted, we found an alb that must have been made for the midget son of the incredible shrinking man. It fitted me like a T-shirt drawn over a half suit of battle fatigues.

I was as surprised to meet the man as I would be if Sophia Loren asked for my Notre Dame sweatshirt through the mail. It was last June, here in South Bend at a coffee shop downtown, when I met the most amazing man that was ever born. I had escaped to the central complex of the River City from my duties as editor of the Student weekly. I was just coming from a day of training with the UAC does not want to keep the UAC does not want to keep. An alb. St. Patrick's Church is not used to priests who weigh in at a healthy fraction of a gross ton; and it seemed nothing would fit. Finally, just before sending out for a mattress cover to be adapted, we found an alb that must have been made for the midget son of the incredible shrinking man. It fitted me like a T-shirt drawn over a half suit of battle fatigues.

I was as surprised to meet the man as I would be if Sophia Loren asked for my Notre Dame sweatshirt through the mail. It was last June, here in South Bend at a coffee shop downtown, when I met the most amazing man that was ever born. I had escaped to the central complex of the River City from my duties as editor of the Student weekly. I was just coming from a day of training with the UAC does not want to keep the UAC does not want to keep. An alb. St. Patrick's Church is not used to priests who weigh in at a healthy fraction of a gross ton; and it seemed nothing would fit. Finally, just before sending out for a mattress cover to be adapted, we found an alb that must have been made for the midget son of the incredible shrinking man. It fitted me like a T-shirt drawn over a half suit of battle fatigues.

I was as surprised to meet the man as I would be if Sophia Loren asked for my Notre Dame sweatshirt through the mail. It was last June, here in South Bend at a coffee shop downtown, when I met the most amazing man that was ever born. I had escaped to the central complex of the River City from my duties as editor of the Student weekly. I was just coming from a day of training with the UAC does not want to keep the UAC does not want to keep. An alb. St. Patrick's Church is not used to priests who weigh in at a healthy fraction of a gross ton; and it seemed nothing would fit. Finally, just before sending out for a mattress cover to be adapted, we found an alb that must have been made for the midget son of the incredible shrinking man. It fitted me like a T-shirt drawn over a half suit of battle fatigues.
by Rodan
Observer Features Creature

VAMPIRES OF THE WORLD UNITE

Up against the tombstone, human cousins of the vampires today are the monsters of the world demand that all discrimination on the basis of race, color, and creed on the part of Dracula's monster demand that all the prejudice, all the hatreds of the monster end immediately. Nor do we condone in any way, their actions, as if they didn't exist or by any example, that History courses stop teaching monsters as they didn't exist or as some inhuman mass. We demand that all the students at the monster colleges as part of a Monster Studies Program, taught solely by the monster administrators. How can we accomplish this? Teach Monster Studies unless there is one has ever been of the experience of a monster? No example of how monsters have mistreated by our special Establishment, there is basically human, not monster. In an exclusiveunct interview that Playboy will tryly imitate next month, yours truly, Rodan, has asked him his personal experiences and his organization. Count Dracula has made no contribution to civilization in the Poverty stricken monster community and after his life. He has been a son of the South, a Zero Population Growth and has for three hundred years, conducted himself in aacula's true follower of Christ; the Christian Church. Instead of injuring his opponents, Dracula influenced their existence. For example, piety, prayers, sacrifice, love, and the monstrous hype. He grew so dangerous to his enemies that Dracula suffered the ultimate fate of the nonviolent in their fight against the violent — Death. But even that was not enough for him. He liked that like Christ he rose from the act by violence and returned from his grave to haunt his opponents. Yet still be nonviolent, vamps are the models to leave a mark, except for a slight one on their necks. Unable to use violence against Dracula, his enemies have turned to slander. The yellow journalists were hired and they carefully cobbled through the Count's background looking for flak. At long last it was found and with starting an issue of Unifilm, a magazine popular among the vampires: "Count Dracula is a pervert." "Did J. Edgar Hoover ever have a vampire?" "Does Dracula's fetich in 1785?" asked Scalan's. Yes, it is true, the Count has a fetish and I wonder if it's for his partner's necks and suck the is my partner. He has some real connections. He is more popular than ever. On the night of the full moon, he is the center of attention. And still, the Count is routine. Another method used is the line, "Why can we not be friends?" unarmed and the Count. Not only in private, however, for vampires demand the right to live together and have no effect in public like normal people do. "If normal people can kiss, why can't we bite?" asked the Transylvania Vampire. Vampire Liberation is also out to explain away some of the c.m. They are the ההתויח. Vampires does not cause hate to grow in the palms of the hands. Vampires do not spread rashes. Batman is not a member. A vampire's relict do not grow long and pointed. The hockey goes away. Above all else, vampire's partners do not die, but live very long lives — as vampires. They do possess special powers, like the Count's that make him a good worker. He handles a wolf, bat, fog or ray of moonlight, influence people's minds, control night creatures and beat Pudus. Vampires do have an unfortunate tendency to have sex in weird beds. Count Dracula still fights on. He was nearly killed by a fight with the Lone Ranger. The Masked Man tried to arrest Dracula in a vampire bar in the East Village. The Count has ordered a Bloody Mary, and tried to pick up the Lone Ranger: He assumed one of the hemophiliac prostitutes that inhabit the vampire bar. A scuffle ensued in which silver bullets fired, but the Count gets suffocated from a few broken fangs.

by Rory McHugh
One for the Record
Observer Record Review

I'm always up always for a little notoriety, so when I learned that this LP was in some need of a record reviewer, I immediately volun-
teer, my valued services. There is always some danger in assum­
ing such a post, for in doing so one puts himself up as a self-styled expert in a field where personal preference is paramount. As a word of advice to all aspiring reviewers, it's best to try James Taylor, Steve Stills, and Jerry Garcia. I abhor The Iron Butterfly, the Jackson Five, Canned Heat and the Mellotrons. Of course, if I shoot down any of your old favourites, take it for what it's worth.

This past week I got two "live" albums to break myself in on. I was a little apprehensive because, as a rule, live albums usually leave me a little cold. After all, I really enjoy the super critic on my first try. Happily, Neil Diamond's newest album, entitled, appropriately enough, Neil Diamond Gold, doesn't let me down. The talent performer from New York. And a golden album it truly is, as Diamond, always in top form, runs through some of his big hits, Holly Holly, Sweet, Carolina, Soli-
tary Man, as well as some of his newer material, such as "Love On Fly." On the album jacket is a quote from Cashbox magazine, which just about sums up the whole performance: "On stage Diamond radiates the same excitement that has made pop star from Sinatra to Presley, and it's a sensation that can't be described, only experienced." On my second try, I chose to hear Van Quaterman's, a true follower of Christ; the Christian Church. Instead of injuring his opponents, Quaterman influenced their existence. For example, piety, prayers, sacrifice, love, and the monstrous hype. He grew so dangerous to his enemies that Quaterman suffered the ultimate fate of the nonviolent in their fight against the violent — Death. But even that was not enough for him. He liked that like Christ he rose from the act by violence and returned from his grave to haunt his opponents. Yet still be nonviolent, vamps are the models to leave a mark, except for a slight one on their necks. Unable to use violence against Dracula, his enemies have turned to slander. The yellow journalists were hired and they carefully cobbled through the Count's background looking for flak. At long last it was found and with starting an issue of Unifilm, a magazine popular among the vampires: "Count Dracula is a pervert." "Did J. Edgar Hoover ever have a vampire?" "Does Dracula's fetich in 1785?" asked Scalan's. Yes, it is true, the Count has a fetish and I wonder if it's for his partner's necks and suck the is my partner. He has some real connections. He is more popular than ever. On the night of the full moon, he is the center of attention. And still, the Count is routine. Another method used is the line, "Why can we not be friends?" unarmed and the Count. Not only in private, however, for vampires demand the right to live together and have no effect in public like normal people do. "If normal people can kiss, why can't we bite?" asked the Transylvania Vampire. Vampire Liberation is also out to explain away some of the c.m. They are theメリット. Vampires does not cause hate to grow in the palms of the hands. Vampires do not spread rashes. Batman is not a member. A vampire's relict do not grow long and pointed. The hockey goes away. Above all else, vampire's partners do not die, but live very long lives — as vampires. They do possess special powers, like the Count's that make him a good worker. He handles a wolf, bat, fog or ray of moonlight, influence people's minds, control night creatures and beat Pudus. Vampires do have an unfortunate tendency to have sex in weird beds. Count Dracula still fights on. He was nearly killed by a fight with the Lone Ranger. The Masked Man tried to arrest Dracula in a vampire bar in the East Village. The Count has ordered a Bloody Mary, and tried to pick up the Lone Ranger: He assumed one of the hemophiliac prostitutes that inhabit the vampire bar. A scuffle ensued in which silver bullets fired, but the Count gets suffocated from a few broken fangs.

by Peregrin C.G. Took
How to keep your Head Up
after being Stood Up

Question: What experience do nearly all N.D. men have in common? Answer: Being stood up by a St. Mary's girl. This can be very trying in any situation. The young man's ego and system fall in serious danger of sinking to the same depths reached by the Baltimore Colts after the '69 superbowl, the Cubs after the '69 season, or Wilt Chamberlain after any big game.

In order to avoid such a possibility, our fallen hero must devise some way to save face with himself and with the fair young maidens.

One method used by many, with little success, is to tell the girl that he really didn't mind because when he got back to the dorm he got into a real football game with a bunch of the guys. (This line leaves a little to be desired since he could have gotten out of the dorm.) Another method used is the line, "It's just as well, I had a lot of bookie's to do anyway!" (This line leaves a lot to be desired.) A more ingenuous techniques works as follows. The young man lover calls up the girl the following day and asks in a worried voice, "Are you all right? When you didn't show up I was worried sick that something awful had happened to you. I couldn't get any sleep last night just thinking about how you must have gotten home safe. The Count — I'm glad you're O.K."

However, since the first two methods are mere rationalizations and the third method doesn't really save the pride of the following method is suggested. The guy calls the girl the next day and apologizes. In a rather humorous tone he assures her that an old friend of his from Chicago just happened to drop in on him this afternoon and mentioned that the temptation to relive old times with his old friends was too great. He has the option of this saying that he tried to call her, deixis was no answer from her. He concludes by saying that he hopes she won't put too much inconvenience because he doesn't want to go out with him anymore.

This method works exceptionally well in all cases except one. When the guy doesn't want to eat the relationship.

THE OBSERVER
Friday, Sept. 26, 1970
Renovated Roman Palace to house ND-SMCers

continued from page 2

The school leases three floors of the Hotel Tiziano, a renovated palatial house. The classrooms, library and lounge are in an adjacent building.

Although designed primarily for sophomores, juniors may also be eligible for the program if the curriculum satisfies their major requirements. To be eligible, a student must have a cumulative 2.5 scholastic average. He must also be fluent in Italian or enrolled in an Italian course this semester.

Students at Rome are required to take a four-hour Italian course. In addition to a three-hour regular class, they must enroll in a one-hour Italian readings and conversation class, similar to one offered at St. Mary’s this semester.

Besides Italian, they may elect art, sketchbook, performing arts (Italian theatre), western civilization, Notre Dame’s collegiate seminar, mission of the Church (theology), and Italian arts.

Mr. Joseph D'Ingvanna, philosophy instructor, is advising a group of students in directed readings on a major philosopher or any topic in your major.

Teaching the theology course is Rev. Vincente Michel, S.J., New to the St. Mary’s faculty, Father also teaches at the Gregorian Institute (Rome). Previously he taught theology at Loyola University, New Orleans.

Also on the faculty are Mr. Monica Wagner (collegiate senior), Mr. H. James Paradis (art), and Mrs. Partu Spanu, a Fulbright scholar who will teach the theology course.

At the semester Richard-Raymond Alaka (art) will go to Rome, to replace Mr. Paradis, who will return to St. Mary’s.

“A few spaces are available for the second semester program,” disclosed Sr. Alma. The program is also open to Notre Dame students. Those interested should make an appointment to discuss the possibility with Sr. Alma (phone: 4253).

Blue Circle to ‘Radicalize’

Notre Dame’s Blue Circle will be accepting applications soon for new members. The Organization announced that they are starting a policy of “radicalization” to increase membership, because of a need for conscientious people to perform needed social services.

The Blue Circle, according to Chairman John Sweeney, is “trying to awaken the campus to an awareness of the group’s existence.” In past years, Sweeney said, the Blue Circle has gradually faded from recognition for a variety of reasons. In an attempt to improve the group’s overall image, this year the name was changed from the “Blue Circle Honor Society.”

“We don’t want our organization to be aloof or detached for the student body,” said Sweeney. As a result, he said, the Blue Circle will “informalize” it’s interviewing process for members, and put more emphasis on a person’s willingness to work, rather than making subjective decisions regarding members.

In order to give the Blue Circle a closer connection with campus life, the organization will go co-ed this year. With enlarged membership, the Blue Circle will better be able to involve itself more completely in its activities. Besides planning Student Trips, Pep Rallies and conducting campus tours, the group is involved in the Freshmen Tutoring Program, plus a variety of social activities in the South Bend area.

RAP continued from page 1

RAP is a program for the benefit of the minority student, he said. According to Ellison, this appraisal of the university by minority students gives the applicant a realistic idea of what to expect.

According to Ellison, RAP has no real numerical goal. He said that the number of minority students in almost directly proportional to the amount of financial aid available. The main purpose of RAP is to acquaint the minority student with the opportunities open to him.

ISO party

The International Students Organization will hold a party to welcome its new members and new foreign students. The party is scheduled for the Planner Hall basement at 8 p.m. Saturday. Both national and international students are invited.
NEW ROCK IN FIELDHOUSE

by Cliff Wintrod
Observer Associate Editor

First words of the Victory March resounded through Stadium tonight as the Purdue pep rally began. Security Director Arthur Pears expressed confidence that the potential threat was somewhat disconcerted by the idea. "I have heard nothing about it," he said. "No special security precautions are being taken for tonight." This is the same man who frantically replied to queries concerning a police raid on campus during the 1969 Pornography and Censorship Conference debate that "I know absolutely nothing."
Pears did warn that anyone caught illegitimately inside the Fieldhouse tonight will be charged with breaking and enter­ing and will be subject to disciplin­ary action.

Although the calm assurances of Rob Bartaletti, Arts Council chairman, are not the coin. The extension did not prove to be enough time, but again an extension was granted. The Arts Council vowed to raise a million and a half dollars to do the Fieldhouse up right. The Administration reversed their earlier verdict of death and stopped the bulldozers, but granted the Arts Council only six months to raise the million and a half. Nowhere near this much money was collected, but the university softened and granted an extension of the deadline. The extension did not prove to be enough time, but again an extension was granted. This extension is scheduled for explanation this fall and the chances of raising the quite tidy sum by then are less than nil.

However, one had the feeling that the arts center will be transformed into a human zoo tonight. I give students more credit than that," he explained calmly. "I think they will realize that the Fieldhouse is now their art center.

Security Director Arthur Pears expressed ignorance about the potential threat, but was somewhat disconcerted by the idea. "I have heard nothing about it," he said. "No special security precautions are being taken for tonight." This is the same man who frantically replied to queries concerning a police raid on campus during the 1969 Pornography and Censorship Conference debate that "I know absolutely nothing."
Pears did warn that anyone caught illegitimately inside the Fieldhouse tonight will be charged with breaking and enter­ing and will be subject to disciplin­ary action.

Because the calm assurances of Rob Bartaletti, Arts Council chairman, are not the coin.
Purdue factory’s visits Notre Dame

by J.W. Findling

Editor’s Note: Naturally every Notre Dame man has a soft-spot in his heart for Purdue University. Most of the student makers have been so good to all of the undergrads that they have all been satisfied to get a sweetened head of any of the last three games. Nevertheless, according to "Sportswriter JW" Findling has an even softer spot for. For him the game on Saturday is a year-round. Three members of his family attend Purdue. Purdue University is ugly. Its dull, red brick buildings remind one of a factory, and the banks of the Wabash River are hardly as scenic as the campus. Behind you is a corn field. Below you the Purdue factory. He knows a lot of engineers, home economists, and if you are interested in any of the humanities, then don’t go to Purdue, but go to Notre Dame. Theology courses—all Notre Dame has in common. The Purdue factory also produces fine football players; they don’t specialize in sophomore quarterbacks who, in their three years at the command of Joe Moore, are getting ready to run roughshod over the Irish of Notre Dame. Men such as Len Dawson, Dale Samuelson, Bernie Allen, and Bob Griese are all familiar to Irish fans. Most of these of Purdue’s talent signal-callers, Mike Phipps, let the Irish have all three years. And, if you are a senior at Notre Dame with two sisters and a brother at Purdue (as this writer is), then you are reminded very frequently that on the last Saturday in September of 1967, 1968, 1969 Purdue was a better football team than Notre Dame. I must admonish those Irish fans who yell “REMEMBER!” at Ara’s forces this Saturday. Hell, it’s time we forgot about Phipps and Keeyes and Fat Jack (Mollenkopf, former head coach). Let Purdue live in the past—they are Purdue anymore. This is a new season and it’s time that Irish fans really had something to remember.

Purdue comes to South Bend this time under a new coach, head coach Bob DeMond, and a new sophomore quarterback, Chuck Piebes. The Boilermakers won their opener 15-0 against Austin. Their defense gave up almost 100 yards more than the VMI offense gained. But the Boilermaker defensive secondary picked off three key passes to halt TVU drives. Purdue’s offense relied on the fine running of Otis Armstrong and Scott Clayton. Piebes wasn’t exactly a prototype of past Purdue passers. He threw only eight times, four of which he completed. But having this one game of experience, Piebes can be expected to launch several airing of his own. The secondary is the only one of the Irish secondary may be the defense’s ability to stop those crucial third-and-long-yardage downs which Purdue quarterbacks seem to convert so easily.

The game Saturday will also match Notre Dame’s offensive machine against an experienced and tough Purdue defense. The Irish offensive line was certainly impressive against Northwestern, and Deny Allan, Bill Bark, Ed Glyer, and Bob Minnix should find plenty of room to run on Saturday. Of course the line of the Purdue secondary will be on Tom Gatewood and Joe Thiesmann.

This game certainly means a lot to Thiesmann. His performance in Ross-Ad last year was hardly his best. Although he was not the best quarterback in the country, the Roadrunner, the Purdue defense is one of the most exciting of Northwestern. When his receivers were covered, Thiesmann either threw the underhanded ball away or scrambled around leaving Northwestern jocks all over the field. Thiesmann knows that the last time the Irish beat Purdue, Notre Dame proceeded to win a national championship. Thiesmann is also confident that he can get the Irish ahead and away quickly. Saturday, Joe Thiesmann and his Notre Dame classmates forget the last three Purdue games and give us all something to remember.

Terry Shields

The Irish Eye

The Irish Eye

Picks

After a rash of upsets last weekend (Texas A&M over LSU and Kentucky over Kansas State to name a few) the choices this week will be made with a little more caution. All major colleges get into those surprising Texas Aggies in Columbus. As this writer sees it, the choices this week will be made with a little more caution. As this writer sees it, the choices this week will be made with a little more caution. There are a few upsets that we know are going to come. The Ivy League is going to upset some of the big colleges.

The Ivy League is going to upset some of the big colleges.

The Notre Dame Ind. – Notre Dame’s youthful cross country team is going to win the Indiana regional. One senior among the first 11 runners, will open a 10-meet campaign for the Fighting Irish against Indiana State in Terre Haute.

Carroll, Dan Dunne, Bob Dempsey and John Duffy along with freshmen Mark Green, John Christopher and Dave Bell. Hill won the Indiana State high school mile last spring while Bell was the state cross country champion last fall while finishing second in the state meet.

ND harriers open season

Notre Dame’s, away or scrambled around leaving Northwestern jocks all over the field. Thiesmann knows that the last time the Irish beat Purdue, Notre Dame proceeded to win a national championship. Thiesmann is also confident that he can get the Irish ahead and away quickly. Saturday, Joe Thiesmann and his Notre Dame classmates forget the last three Purdue games and give us all something to remember.

Carol, Dan Dunne, Bob Dempsey and John Duffy along with freshmen Mark Green, John Christopher and Dave Bell. Hill won the Indiana State high school mile last spring while Bell was the state cross country champion last fall while finishing second in the state meet.

"We have a lot of potential but we’re young," said Wilson, who will host the Notre Dame Invitational here October 3rd. The home meet of most interest to Irish fans.

This is Veno Parmanesh. He is a Purdue backfielder. Last year after the Notre Dame game Veno said that the Irish didn’t hit hard. Veno plays over Larry D’Nardo. Watch Larry on Saturday.
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